Applications that use speech recognition to provide automatic, real-time text transcriptions in situations where many people speak can aid people with hearing and other disabilities.
M eetings involving many people speaking present difficult situations not only for deaf people because they aren't able to follow what is being said, but also for people with physical, visual, or cognitive disabilities because note taking can be problematic. Real-time captioning using phonetic keyboards can provide an accurate transcription of what has been said but frequently isn't available because of the high cost and the shortage of highly skilled and trained stenographers.
This article describes the development of two approaches that use speech recognition to provide automatic, accessible, real-time text transcriptions in situations where many people are speaking. The approaches are based on the ViaScribe speech-recognition application, developed by the Liberated Learning Consortium and IBM. ViaScribe automatically formats real-time text captions from live speech and offers visual indication of pauses. The development of this application was inspired by the need created by standard speechrecognition software, which is unsuitable for conversational speech transcription because it produces a continuous, unbroken stream of text that is difficult to read and comprehend.
ViaScribe approaches
To create a replayable, synchronized recording of multiple speakers, it's necessary to combine and synchronize the separate audio recordings of individual speakers. We have investigated two approaches to accomplish this: in the first approach, each speaker uses his or her own computer and instance of ViaScribe over a network; in the second approach multiple instances of ViaScribe run on one computer with each speaker having his or her own USB microphone input.
The former method has the advantages of being able to use the standard ViaScribe application. In addition, the number of speakers is not limited by the computer's speed. The disadvantage of this approach is trouble in identifying when words were spoken relative to one another. The latter method has the advantage of being able to use a single machine's timings to synchronize the multiple speakers, but has the disadvantages of needing a special version of ViaScribe to provide a unique ID for each instance to identify the speaker. In addition, each USB microphone input must be assigned to each instance of ViaScribe. Both systems enable the user to move forward or backward through the transcript by using the timeline cursor, selecting a word in the transcript window, selecting a slide thumbnail in the window, or selecting a slide representation in the timeline.
The networked system (see Figure 1 ) enables automatically saving each speaker's individual audio, slide, and ViaScribe text transcripts to a server from his or her own networked computers and combining them for replay in a browser. The separate utterances are shown on the timeline by vertical, colored lines corresponding to the speaker's assigned color in the synchronized transcript. Users gave us favorable feedback on the use of this approach. The single computer Multiple Speaker ViaScribe application (see Figure 2 ) was also received favorably in spite of some technical difficulties, including a noticeable echo, problems with control of microphones, and intermittent stopping of the transcribing.
Conclusion
While the results suggest the systems could be useful, further development is required to overcome existing technical issues before further research is conducted with disabled users. For example, a more efficient process for managing microphone inputs and for integrating higher-quality multimedia objects into a single session file needs to be developed. A recently released speech-recognition system that allows for simultaneous use of multiple speech-recognition engines might present a more stable core for future experiments. The development of absolute time stamping of words for more accurate synchronization of recordings and transcripts would also assist the use of multiple computers and instances of speech recognition over a network.
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